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Abstract: With the introduction of Industry 4.0, automation and robotics have made great strides, enabling 

enterprises to improve their manufacturing processes for increased productivity and efficiency. This project 

introduces a novel method for implementing Industry 4.0 concepts through color-based object sorting employing 

a robot arm with real-time object identification capabilities. Creating a reliable and effective system that can 

automatically categorize items based on their color properties is the main goal of this project. To enable seamless 

object recognition and manipulation in real time, the suggested system integrates robotic manipulation with 

computer vision algorithms. The system makes use of a convolutional neural network (CNN) for precise object 

detection, using recent advancements in deep learning and image processing, allowing the robot arm to interact 

with a variety of items effectively. The training phase and the sorting phase are the two key phases of the 

approach. The CNN model is trained on a sizable dataset of labeled objects during the training phase to recognize 

various colors and forms. In order for the robotic arm to recognize things as they go along the conveyor belt and 

sort them into predetermined bins according to their respective colors, the trained model must be integrated with 

the robotic arm during the sorting phase. Several experiments are carried out with various lighting setups and 

object arrangements to evaluate the performance of the suggested system. The outcomes show how well the 

system performs in terms of exact object detection and reliable sorting. The system's capacity to effectively 

handle a variety of objects and adapt to changing environmental conditions further emphasizes its suitability for 

use in actual industrial scenarios. This project has important ramifications for the manufacturing sector, enabling 

improved automation capabilities and cost-efficiency. An important step towards implementing Industry 4.0 

principles is the seamless integration of color-based object sorting and real-time object detection using a robotic 

arm. This will allow industries to optimize their production processes, minimize human intervention, and 

increase overall productivity. Further developments in robotics and computer vision are anticipated to push the 

limits of automation and open the door for more advanced and intelligent industrial systems as technology 

develops. 

Keywords: Industry 4.0, Color-based sorting, Robotic arm, Real-time object detection, Convolutional neural 
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1. Introduction 

The robotic arm has gained popularity recently in a number of industries, including manufacturing lines, 

assembly lines, the construction business, the medical field, and even residences and the food service sector[1,2]. 

This is because robotic arms offer safety, increased production and efficiency, higher precision, and flexibility in 

carrying out various jobs. The automobile industry is where the robotic arm has the biggest impact; by 2020, 28% 

of robot installations will be used in this industry, according to the International Federation of Robots (IFR)[3]. 

The conventional method of commanding an industrial robotic arm through a typical teaching procedure utilizing   
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a teach pendant needs to be altered because the robotic arm is attracting a lot of research and development from 

many industries. Therefore, innovative and understandable techniques for controlling and programming robots 

are needed to make way for new opportunities. 

Active research has been done on the robotic arm powered by the Internet of Things (IoT)[4]. The Internet 

of Things (IoT) is the interconnection of physical objects that are integrated with electronics, software, sensors, 

actuators, and network connectivity to allow these things to talk to each other and share data. We could use IoT 

to remotely control the robotic arm from any location using the already-existing network infrastructure. Different 

approaches to integrating IoT with robotic arm control have been put out, although the more prevalent/familiar 

ones are operated by a smartphone application[5]. 

As a result, this project suggests modeling a theoretical notion for a remote system to control the robotic 

arm via IoT. Using a smartphone application as a control input to the cloud for computation, the robotic arm 

would be remotely directed to carry out a pick-and-place action. Through the graphical user interface (GUI) 

offered in smartphone applications, sensors, and cameras could give the user feedback and the information they 

need. A “Cyber-physical system” is created when the robotic arm's microcontroller and smartphone can 

communicate over the Internet. 

2. Problem Statement 

Product sorting is essential in the manufacturing sector for maintaining product quality, consistency, and 

effective material management. Items are regularly classified according to different attributes to satisfy particular 

client requirements, sustain brand standards, or adhere to legal requirements. The manual sorting procedure, 

however, presents major difficulties that reduce operational effectiveness. 

First and foremost, the accuracy of hand-sorting procedures is a crucial concern. Fatigue among human 

operators may cause mistakes in product identification and sorting. Even with training, results can be inconsistent 

and unreliable due to subjective interpretations and differences in human perception. Serious repercussions could 

result from these errors, including inaccurate product shipments, lax quality controls, and tarnished brand 

reputation. 

Second, the procedure is frequently cumbersome and ineffective. Each product must be physically handled, 

visually inspected, and sorted into the proper categories by human operators. Especially when dealing with large 

product numbers or intricate color distinctions, this process can be cumbersome. As a result, bottlenecks, delays, 

and decreased throughput may occur on production lines, which would be detrimental to overall operational 

effectiveness. 

The inefficient utilization of a sizable labor force, which led to high labor expenses and a greater dependency 

on human resources, is still a concern. The management and training of numerous operators can be time- and 

money-consuming. Additionally, manual labor is subject to performance variances and absenteeism, which 

further jeopardizes the manufacturing process' uniformity and dependability. 

There is a chance to completely automate the color sorting process in order to address these issues and take 

advantage of the room for growth. Manufacturers can accomplish precise, effective, and economical sorting 

processes by adopting cutting-edge technology like computer vision systems, machine learning algorithms, and 

robotics. 

The implementation of a sorting mechanism based on color attributes will be the main goal of the sorting 

operation in this project. Cameras and sensors can be used by automated color sorting systems to precisely detect 

and group products according to their color characteristics. In order to achieve a high level of accuracy and 

consistency, machine learning algorithms can be trained to distinguish various color variations, hues, and patterns. 

These systems can work quickly, allowing quick product sorting without sacrificing output or quality. 

Manufacturers may considerably reduce their dependency on manual labor by automating color sorting, which 

will result in cost savings, increased operational effectiveness, and better resource allocation. 
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As a result of embracing automation in color sorting, production processes will be optimized while also 

freeing up human resources to concentrate on higher-value jobs, encouraging innovation and promoting 

corporate success. 

3. Objectives 

The project's goal is to fully automate product sorting, specifically color-based classification, by employing 

cutting-edge technology like industrial robotics and real-time object identification. The project's goal is to create 

a fully integrated system that integrates deep learning algorithms, a 6-DOF industrial robot arm, and IoT 

connectivity to provide highly precise and effective real-time color identification and sorting. Not only will this 

simplify the sorting process, but it will also decrease labor intensity and increase overall productivity. By putting 

this automated solution into practice, it shows how cutting-edge technologies may transform conventional 

industrial processes and encourage the adoption of smart manufacturing methods. 

The aim of this project is to increase the real-time color identification and sorting process' accuracy, 

efficiency, labor intensity, and IoT connectivity. 

Objective 1: Improve Accuracy 

A strong color-detecting system is created utilizing deep learning methods to attain improved accuracy. To 

evaluate the real-time video feed and precisely identify the colors of the objects, an object detection model will 

be used. 

Objective 2: Enhance Efficiency 

Utilizing a 6-DOF industrial robot arm that can mimic human arm movements would increase efficiency. 

The replacement of manual labor with this sophisticated robotic system will allow for quick and accurate pick-

and-place operations. Path planning strategies will also be used to optimize the robot's mobility and shorten the 

duration of the entire procedure. 

Objective 3: Reduce Labor Intensity 

The goal is to automate the color sorting process as little as possible to reduce manual intervention. To 

obtain color data from the object detection model, a Python coding mechanism will be created. This algorithm 

will carry out path planning and decision-making, delivering precise instructions to the robot arm to efficiently 

sort the objects to their intended positions. 

Objective 4: Enable IoT Connectivity 

For systems and devices to function effectively, networking and communication must be seamless. The 

Internet of Things (IoT) is included into the system to do this. using in particular the MQTT messaging protocol, 

which is renowned for its easy-to-use and effective communication features. A reliable and expandable 

communication infrastructure is created by utilizing MQTT, allowing for real-time data transfer and analysis for 

better decision-making and control. 

4. Literature Review 

4.1 Industrial Robotic Arm 

A typical industrial robotic arm comprises two significant components and six degrees of freedom. The 

robot may be programmed by the operator using the controller, a computer that powers its motor, and the teach 

pendant[6]. The teach pendant is a wired or wireless portable Human-Machine Interface (HMI) used to manage 

input/output signals, develop modules to carry out a series of tasks, control the joints, regulate the location of the 

end-effector, and control the speed of the robotic arm[7]. A teach pendant that is based on software is required to 

realize a remote model. This has been the subject of numerous studies and developments, and they are frequently 

referred to as soft teach pendants or virtual teach pendants since they use software to represent physical teach 

pendants on personal computers[8,9]. A more straightforward method of controlling a robotic arm would be used 

as these programs are not open-sourced and the design of the teach pendant software user interface is outside the 
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scope of the project. 

4.2 Internet of Things (IoT) and Its Application 

These days, a lot of IoT applications for robots are built around mobile devices and web-based software. 

Mobile phones are becoming the preferred user interface due to their portability, availability, flexibility for 

application creation, and ability to operate devices through wireless communication. Three layers could be used 

to decompose an IoT architecture[10]. Sensors are utilized in the physical layer of the perceptive layer to detect 

physical parameters in the outside world. The transport layer known as the network layer is in charge of 

information exchange and transmission. The user interface for the application layer, which contains calculation 

processes to deliver particular services to the user, gives the user control. With this fundamental design, many 

researchers have accomplished wonderful things, such as the Internet of Things (IoT) assisted smart home[11], 

web-based application-controlled mobile robots[12], and scanning and inspection robots for the mining industry[13], 

which reduces human casualties in dangerous workplaces. 

4.3 Internet of Things (IoT) Based Robotic Arm Control 

Existing initiatives that use mobile applications to remotely control robotic arms are comparable [14–17]. 

Signals would be delivered or received via a web server such as a web server hosted by the microcontroller itself 

(e.g. ESP32) through the Soft Access Point technique (AP) or an IoT development platform such as Blynk[15],[18]. 

Microcontrollers are used to control the signal input/output. Robotic arms would be controlled using a user 

interface on mobile devices with internet access. The operator must be present in person in front of the robotic 

arm for the majority of these projects, though. Instead of eliminating the requirement that operators be physically 

present at the workplace, these ideas advocate the idea of remote control as the removal of the necessity to be 

connected to a fixed terminal. Given that it has been demonstrated that a robotic arm can be controlled using IoT, 

this is a nice place to start. 

4.4 Color-Based Sorting Object 

The use of color-based item sorting in several sectors has increased recently. This calls for a system that 

proposes a way to identify the color of the object and sort such things using image processing. Once the object 

has been detected, signals will be sent to the sorting system, and depending on the application, the system will 

decide what to do next. A typical vision system used for object or color detection typically consists of hardware 

for picture collection and processing as well as software that contains the images and algorithms for analysis[19]. 

These days, artificial intelligence is widely used, and to distinguish between different colors of objects, software 

algorithms frequently use deep learning neural networks like the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). 

5. Methodology 

A systematic and structured methodology was used to develop the color-based object sorting system using 

a robot arm and real-time object detection. This part provides an overview of the essential procedures and 

techniques used throughout the project. It covers hardware configuration, the creation of object detection models, 

real-time color detection, Python code integration, and dashboard creation. 

5.1 Hardware Setup 

A flexible robotic system capable of accurate and sophisticated movements in six different axes is a 6-DOF 

(Degrees of Freedom) industrial robot arm. In the instance of this project, it will be used to mimic the movement 

of a human arm to perform a pick-and-place operation to sort the cylinders into their appropriate locations. Its 

versatility and agility make it suited for a wide range of industrial applications. The Selangor Human Resource 

Development Centre's (SHRDC) UFACTORY Lite 6 collaborative robot arm will be employed in this project 

since it meets industrial standards. 
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Figure 1  Project workspace setup 

5.2 Robot Arm Control 

The UFACTORY Lite 6 SDK, a Python software development kit made available on GitHub by 

UFACTORY, is used to control the UFACTORY Lite 6 robot arm. Its movements and functionalities were 

programmed using this SDK, which was a potent tool. A Python script imports the Python API, and libraries are 

used to program the robot arms' movements. 

5.3 Object Detection Model Development 

Object detection identifies and separates different color cylinder variants and produces results in real-time. 

In this project, the workflow for creating an object detection model for color sorting is finished using the open-

source software Integrated-Vision-Inspection-System (IVIS) created by SHRDC. Model training, model 

deployment, and dataset preparation are some of the crucial steps in this approach. 

Creating sets of photos exhibiting the various cylinder colors is a step in the dataset preparation process. 

There are three different labels for each image: red, blue, and green. The prepared dataset is used to train the 

object detection model using the IVIS program during the model training phase. In order to increase the model's 

accuracy in classifying the various colors represented in the dataset, this method entails adjusting the 

hyperparameters of the model. 

After model training is finished, the deployed trained model is used to detect colors in real-time on the 

cylinders. The model receives real-time video input from the robot arm's camera, analyzes the incoming frames, 

and determines the color of each cylinder it detects. After that, the output is shown in real time, allowing the 

robot arm to sort the cylinders appropriately. 

5.4 Real-Time Color Sorting 

Real-time object identification and real-time data transfer are what enable real-time color sorting. Real-time 

color detection results are published and subscribed to using the MQTT protocol. 

5.5 Dashboard Development 

A simple Node-RED dashboard is developed using the dashboard UI node. 

The robot arm positions itself above the cylinder to position the camera and start the workflow. The object 

detection model then processes the live video feed, collecting the objects' color data. MQTT (Message Queuing 

Telemetry Transport) is used to provide seamless delivery of color data. The object detection program serves as 

the publisher, disseminating the color information under a certain heading. The Python code simultaneously 

assumes the role of the subscriber and subscribes to this subject in order to obtain the color information in real 

time. The Python method heavily relies on the incoming color information for path planning and decision-making. 

The program uses this data to generate exact robot orders that allow the robot arm to pick up the cylinder and 

place it precisely where it needs to be. Data interchange between various devices and systems is gathered 
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throughout the entire operation and published to a dashboard. This dashboard allows for speed optimization, 

real-time monitoring of the operation's status, and quality control of the sorted items. As long as this automated 

color sorting mechanism is in place, the operation will be efficient and accurate with little need for manual 

intervention. The methodology described provides a fluid workflow by fusing dashboard monitoring, object 

identification, robot arm control, and color sorting into a single, integrated system. 

 

Figure 2  Workflow Diagram of Color Sorting System 

6. Result and Discussion 

6.1 Robot Arm Control 

A software platform called UFACTORY Studio offers a user-friendly interface for directing the robot arm. 

For the cylinder sorting task, this is used to establish the robot arm trajectories and waypoints to the cylinder 

locations. This is accomplished by using the base coordinate control buttons in combination with the manual 

instruction capability in “Manual Mode”. 

To produce robot arm commands in a Python script, coordinates and trajectories are recorded throughout 

the procedure. MoveL and MoveJ are two of the instructions that can be utilized with conventional industrial 

robot arms. The appropriate robot arm movements are exported as .py files after being defined in UFACTORY 

Studio. 

As long as the xArm Python SDK is appropriately imported, this exported script can be used in any Python-

supporting IDE. The script can now be integrated with other systems using this technique. The exported Python 

script is then further altered by the addition of functions that process the results of the object detection and 

determine where to put the cylinder. 
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Figure 3  UFACTORY Control UI 

6.2 Camera Mount Design 

 

Figure 4  3D CAD drawing of camera mounting plate 

 

Figure 5  Installation of camera mounting plate on end-effector 
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The Logitech C920 Pro HD webcam was used, which has a relatively large body. To accommodate its large 

size, a custom camera mount was designed, taking inspiration from the UFACTORY xArm Camera Stand[20], 

featuring a 2mm thin camera mounting plate positioned between the end-effector and gripper of the robot arm. 

This 3D-printed camera mount ensures a secure attachment of the webcam and is positioned to capture a clear 

view of the cylinder during object sorting operations. 

6.3 Object Detection Model 

6.3.1 Dataset Preparation 

 

Figure 6  Example of datasets collected 

Three distinct methods were utilized to collect the cylinder dataset, as shown in Figure 6: (1) Top image of 

the cylinder as seen from the robot arm right above it, (2) a close-up photo of the cylinder taken with a handheld 

camera, and (3) a partial top view of the cylinder as seen from the robot arm as it approaches. Images of (1) and 

(3) were first gathered since they show the views that were photographed during the real operation. However, it 

was noted that there were considerable shape and scale differences between these two perspectives, making it 

difficult for the object detection model to precisely recognize the shape of the cylinder. While the image (3) 

shows the side view of a more rectangular shape, image (1) shows a more circular and compact cylinder. As a 

solution, image (2) was added as a reference point to help the model be more resilient to changes in size and 

shape. These methods guaranteed thorough coverage and a variety of viewpoints during the dataset collection 

procedure. 

441 datasets were collected. The dataset was equally divided among the three colors, with red, blue, and 

green cylinders having a ratio of 164:148:129. Due of their greater sensitivity to changes in lighting, the red-

colored cylinders were given extra attention, which led to more obvious variations in their color look. Following 

the best labeling procedures, these photos are subsequently labeled using Label Studio[21]. 

6.3.2 Model Training 

It takes time to train an object detection model, and the dataset's quality has a big impact on how well it 

works. Several measures and design considerations were used to address dataset quality and speed up the training 

process in recognition of the importance of both of these variables. 

Table 1  Object Detection Base Model Speed vs. Performance 

 Model Name Speed (ms) COCO Map (mean Average Precision) 

1 CenterNet HourGlass104 512x512 70 41.9 

2 CenterNet Resnet50 V1 FPN 512x512 27 31.2 

3 CenterNet MobileNetV2 FPN 512x512 6 23.4 

4 EfficientDet D1 640x640 54 38.4 

5 Faster R-CNN ResNet50 V1 640x640 53 29.3 

6 SSD MobileNet V2 FPN Lite 640x640 39 28.2 
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The base model used during the training of the object identification model is displayed in Table 1 and was 

taken from the Tensorflow Object Identification Model Zoo[22]. Three important criteria—model architecture, 

model correctness, and computational effectiveness—were used to choose the basic model. The models were 

assessed using two metrics: COCO mAP (an accuracy metric on benchmark datasets, where higher is better) and 

latency (speed during deployment in milliseconds, where lower is better). 

In this project, SSD MobileNet V2 FPN Lite 640x640 has been used as the basis model. With this paradigm, 

accuracy, and computing complexity are balanced. It is important to note that CenterNet ResNet50 V1 FPN 

512x512 performs better. Despite this, SSD MobileNet is chosen because it has a one-stage detector as opposed 

to CenterNet's two-stage detector, which drastically cuts down on training time. 

The same data set was used to train both SSD MobileNet (a one-stage detector) and Faster R-CNN (a two-

stage detector) to see if there would be a significant gain in model accuracy justifying the longer training time. 

After testing, the two models' deployment performance did not significantly differ from one another. The training 

procedure was finished in an additional 20 minutes by Faster R-CNN. The trade-off between training time and 

model accuracy leads to the conclusion that SSD MobileNet is still the better option before moving on to more 

computationally intensive models like EfficientNet and CenterNet.  

 

Figure 7  Object Detection Training Information 

The object detection model's training setting is shown in Figure 7. The dataset is trained without prior 

augmentation because the dataset gathering takes many characteristics into consideration. When used judiciously, 

dataset augmentation approaches can improve the object detection model's robustness. When specific qualities 

and limits weren't taken into account, it can, however, inject unrealistic or incorrect data into the dataset. For 

instance, color information may be distorted and the color of the cylinders may be misrepresented by 

transformations such as hue shifts or white exposure modifications. IVIS is not used during training because of 

its restricted controllability over augmentation functions. 

The cyclical process of training, reviewing findings, and improving the dataset is sped up by cutting training 

time. The performance of the model can be gradually improved with this method. When tested against 88 

validation and test set photos, the model consistently produced correct answers using this iterative methodology, 

with an average confidence level of about 92%. This high degree of assurance is essential for precise and 

dependable color sorting. To get the model to where it is now, 441 labeled datasets were combined. Furthermore, 

a low total loss of 0.21496 is attained. This shows that the model has little inaccuracy and is resistant to changing 

factors such as variations in the brightness of the environment, cylinder size, and the position of the cylinder 

within the collected image. It's crucial to remember that other metrics other than total loss should be used to 
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evaluate the success of the model. A model that tends to overfit the input data may actually be more appropriate 

in some situations where the variables can be controlled and are consistent. This is so that an overfitting model, 

which ensures accurate and reliable results, can capture the precise patterns of the controlled variables. Because 

of this, even if the current model has demonstrated good performance, it is crucial to take into account the 

deployment strategies for the color sorting system when training the object detection model. To make sure the 

model is appropriate and to maximize its performance, factors including system configuration, operating 

circumstances, and desired outcomes should be carefully taken into account.  

 

Figure 8  Result prediction through validation and test data sets 

6.3.2 Model Deployment 

 

Figure 9  Object detection model deployment 

The IVIS software is utilized to deploy the model. The robot arm-mounted USB camera must be connected 

to the PC and input settings must be changed to recognize it as a USB Camera Video Camera while supplying 

the appropriate camera port number in order to make the necessary connection. The model built in the preceding 

stage is utilized to perform real-time object detection once deployment has begun. 

The MQTT protocol's topic “cvsystem/main/publish_frame” is used to effortlessly publish the object 

detection output. The MQTT broker runs on port 1883 and is locally hosted on the system as “localhost”. For 

message transport, MQTT Quality of Service (QoS) level 0 is chosen. For real-time communication, where 

message delivery speed is more crucial than dependability, QoS 0 assures “best-effort” delivery without any 

acknowledgments[23]. The reliability of message transfer is considered secure since communication is restricted 

to the local network, which negates the need for higher QoS levels and guarantees effective and timely data 

delivery. 
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6.4 MQTT Connection 

The Eclipse Paho MQTT Python client module is used to create the MQTT connection. With the help of a 

client class provided by this code, applications are now able to connect to an MQTT broker and publish and 

subscribe to messages via topics. It is used in this project to import color detection data from IVIS into a Python 

script and produce commands for the robot arm to pick and place the cylinder in the desired area. 

The loop() function is essential for starting and maintaining communication with an MQTT broker when 

using the Paho Python client. The underlying network connectivity, message receipt and publication, and 

maintaining the MQTT client's connection are all handled by this built-in function. The loop() method, on the 

other hand, is a blocking function, which means it will continuously watch for incoming messages and respond 

to network events. This can prevent the main program, which is used to control the robot arm, from running. 

Although this problem can be solved by putting the loop() function in a different thread, mqtt_listen_once() has 

been created as a special function for ease of use. 

By setting up the MQTT client, connecting to the localhost broker at port 1883, subscribing to the IVIS 

result subject, and waiting for a single message on that topic, the mqtt_listen_once() code accomplishes the above 

tasks. After receiving a message, the function cuts off communication with the broker. With this method, 

information is only received when it is required, removing the need for constant listening and ensuring that the 

main program can keep running. The program's workflow is made more streamlined and effective thanks to this 

feature. 

6.5 System Integration 

 

Figure 10  Node-RED flow 

 

Figure 11  Node-RED dashboard for control and monitoring 
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Python code created for controlling a robot arm and subscribing to MQTT messages was integrated into a 

single piece of code. The python shell node is used to execute this Python script. The results of the sorting 

procedure are output onto the console terminal by the python script as it runs. 

The “Count Colors” function node processes this result to update the flow variables value, which is 

subsequently transmitted to the 'Text UI' nodes for display on the dashboard. The dashboard has two buttons: 

"Start" and "RESET" that can be used to reset all results to zero and get ready for new operations, respectively. 

A user-friendly dashboard and smooth IoT connectivity are two major advantages of integrating Node-RED. 

6.6 Findings 

It was observed that the gripper functions offered in the xArm Python API could not be used, leading to a 

timeout error and program termination, while developing a Python script for controlling a robot arm. A number 

of gripper-related functions, including “get_gripper_version()” and “set_gripper_enable()”, were found to be 

either missing or incomplete when the library's source code was examined. But utilizing its integrated Python 

IDE, the UFACTORY Studio software effortlessly controlled the gripper. 

Further research found that there were differences between the xArm Python API contained in the robot 

arm and the one that was made available on GitHub, including different function names. The library files were 

attempted to be accessed by SSHing into the robot arm's IP address, but access was password-protected, 

necessitating communication with the Chinese manufacturer. 

In order to solve these problems, every function present in the library's source code was examined until a 

solution was discovered, enabling control of the vacuum gripper through functions created for the gripper. This 

strategy, nevertheless, has several drawbacks. First off, until the power source was shut off, the gripper was 

always in active mode because no sleep or stop capabilities were available. Second, because the functions were 

not intended for this use, the robot arm's auto collision detection would not be activated if the gripper ran into an 

obstruction. In order to prevent harm to the robot arm, the operator had to exercise caution and be ready to hit 

the emergency stop button. 

6.7 Future Work 

At the moment, the robot arm is manually instructed to find the cylinder's location, which includes putting 

the object in the right spot and orienting it correctly. The procedure could be made more logical, but it is not. 

Automating the position-detecting method to do away with the necessity for manual education is one potential 

future development. 

In real-world applications where products need to be sorted and are frequently kept in containers or put on 

moving conveyor belts, automating location detection would be especially helpful. A real-time automatic 

location detection method is required in these situations to dynamically update and adapt to environmental 

changes. 

To do this, an overhead camera that offers a top-down view of all the products can be put directly above the 

workspace. To identify and pinpoint the center point of each product, the recorded photos can then be analyzed 

using image processing techniques, such as a blob-detection model. 

Blob detection is a well-liked method of extracting and identifying regions of interest in an image. Blobs 

are areas with comparable characteristics, such as color or intensity, that stand out from the backdrop while an 

item is being detected. The unique properties of the products can be recognized as individual blobs by applying 

a blob-detection model to the images taken by the overhead camera. 

The centers of the blobs that stand in for the items can then be identified. This data gives the robot arm the 

precise geographical coordinates it needs to find and organize things. The robot arm can autonomously carry out 

sorting activities without the need for manual teaching of coordinates by applying blob detection and examining 

the center points of the items. 

The system may be made much more efficient and flexible by adding an overhead camera and using blob 
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detection for location detection. In handling scenarios where products are held in containers or moved on 

conveyor belts, the camera's continuous capture of the top view enables real-time updates of the object's 

orientation and location information. 

Although the idea seems feasible, the execution of automating location identification would be subject to 

specific needs and process limitations. One solution is the offered method, which makes use of an above camera 

and blob recognition, however, it might not work in all circumstances. To achieve the intended automation, 

different scenarios could call for different methods or tools. 

As an illustration, under some circumstances, different kinds of sensors like proximity sensors, laser 

scanners, or depth cameras may be better suitable for determining the position and orientation of objects. These 

sensors can offer accurate distance readings or 3D data that can be used for automated object detection and 

localization. 

Additionally, a different strategy can be necessary depending on the type of objects being sorted or the 

operational setting. A vision system that can read ARUCO markers and determine the distance of each object 

from them, for example, might be used. ARUCO markers could be set all around the region. In order to achieve 

successful and efficient automation, a personalized method must be devised while taking into account the 

requirements and restrictions. 

7. Conclusion 

In conclusion, by incorporating cutting-edge technologies, the project has effectively met its goals of 

creating an automated color sorting procedure. The accuracy and efficiency of color sorting operations have 

improved thanks to the use of a strong color detection model and a 6-DOF industrial robot arm. Through this 

study, the potential for increased productivity decreased labor intensity, and greater efficiency in industrial 

settings has been demonstrated. The conceptual idea of achieving a color sorting operation through an industrial 

robot arm and object detection model has been confirmed. This serves as the starting point for future 

developments in industrial automation. The successful fusion of these technologies has created new avenues for 

further study and development in order to develop a more complex strategy for overcoming the difficulties 

encountered during the color sorting process. 
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